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Editorial
Welcome to the Essex Succulent
Review.
I now have a new website for the
Essex Succulent Review at
www.essexsucculentreview.org.uk
where all back issues are archived.
In addition the current issue will
still be available on the Zone 15
website. Please note that it is
necessary to downsize the pdf for
emailing. Higher resolution files are
available on these websites.
If you do not already do so, and
would like to receive the Essex
Succulent Review as a pdf as soon
as it is ready, please send me an
email to the address below and I
will add you to the notification list.
This is completely free and you
can unsubscribe at any time simply
by telling me you wish to do so.
You will see that I am advertising
two Cactus Marts on this page.
The Havering Cactus Mart is wellknown and well-established, this is
the 18th such event. The SouthEast Cactus Mart on the other
hand is a new venture, run by
Herne Bay Branch. Two great
opportunities to cram even more
plants into those overcrowded
greenhouses and both these
events deserve everyone’s
support.
Sheila Cude
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Zone 15 Events 2016
Sunday 13 March
Zone 15 Mini-convention
Speakers Paul Hoxey and Len Newton
All tickets for this event have been sold.

12noon–5.00pm

12noon–4.00pm
Saturday 28 May
Lea Valley Branch Annual Show:
Capel Manor College, Bullsmoor Lane, Enfield EN1 4RQ
The plants remain on display over the May Bank Holiday weekend and the
show includes sales of cacti, succulents and garden plants. Capel Manor
has extensive gardens and our greenhouse display of mature cacti and
succulent plants.
Saturday 4 June
Havering Branch Annual Show
The Old Chapel, Upminster, RM14 2QR

11.00am–4.00pm

Saturday 11 June
11.00am–4.00pm
Southend-on-Sea Branch Show:
United Reformed Church Hall, Kings Road, Leigh-on-Sea SS0 8PP
Saturday 9 July
10.30am–4.00pm
Waltham Forest Branch Show:
Chingford Horticultural Hall, Larkshall Road, Chingford E4 6PE
Plant sales from 9.00am
Saturday/Sunday 16/17 July
11.00am–4.00pm
Zone 15 Annual Show
each day
RHS Garden Hyde Hall, Creephedge Lane, Rettendon, Chelmsford,
Essex CM3 8ET

Havering Cactus Mart
Saturday 14 May 2016
10.00am – 3.00pm
North Romford Community Centre
Clockhouse Lane, Collier Row
North Romford RM5 3QJ
At least 14 leading nurseries
Refreshments and snacks available all day
Admission £1
For further details, map and parking, send S.A.E. toMr E A Harris,49 Chestnut Glen,Hornchurch,Essex RM12 4HL

South-East Cactus Mart
Saturday 16 April 2016
10.00am to 3.00pm
Swalecliffe Community Centre
19 St John's Road, Whitstable, CT5 2QU
Two halls with UK and Continental nurseries
Refreshments available all day
Adults £1 Children free
For more information and directions contact
Dave J Appleton, Herne Bay Branch Secretary
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Agave parryi
Growing in a garden in
Lawford, North Essex

Gardening with succulents
Part 3 – Creating a tapestry – smaller succulents
by Paul Spracklin
In the first two articles we looked at general guidelines
for growing succulent plants outside and using large
plants to help make a framework. In this and the
following two articles we look more closely at using
smaller plants to fill in.

useful distinction from the hordes of other
Lobivia/Echinopsis/Trichocereus plants out there.
Almost all of the plants below require exceptionally
good drainage and as much sun as possible.
Four main plant families supply us with our palette of
plants: Asparagaceae, Crassulaceae, Aizoaceae and
Cactaceae. This article covers Asparagaceae.

Smaller succulents
The following list of plants is by no means exhaustive –
space is limited in this article – but it represents a
selection that has proved successful in my own garden
or gardens with which I am familiar. In some cases I
have retained use of archaic names as I find that some
have horticultural – if not taxonomic – merit. For
example I use the genus Soehrensia as it provides a

Agave
The quintessential succulent plant perhaps – not many
plants are quite as redolent of the dry tropics. As
greenhouse subjects most are too big to grow to
maturity which makes trying them outdoors even
more tempting.
Agave parryi var. parryi: Part of a variable complex of
plants over which – in Europe – there is much
confusion. Agave parryi var. parryi typically forms a
giant globe artichoke-shaped rosette of grey leaves,
varyingly armed with black teeth and tip, to 90cm
in diameter. Different clones vary in hardiness – find
a reliable one and beg one of the generously
produced offsets.
Agave bracteosa: One of the least agave-like agaves,
this grows into an endearingly scruffy 80cm rosette of
narrow, wiggly, apple-green leaves. It has no marginal
teeth and a weak terminal spine. This is one of the
most adaptable agaves to UK conditions – remarkable
given that in habitat it is found wedged into tiny,
parched cracks in vertical limestone cliffs.

Agave bracteosa
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Gardening with succulents continued

Aloe
Aloes look great in
the garden. There is
something about
their fat leaves,
warts and markings
that is very exotic.
And, unlike agaves,
they will flower
every year.

Agave striata: This
forms a compact
dome, a dense
cluster of very
narrow, nonsucculent but stiff
leaves topped with
sharp spines.
Often confused with
Agave stricta, which
is smaller and
considerably less
hardy.

Aloe striatula: This
is the hardiest Aloe,
growing into a lax
shrub of sparsely
branched stems,
topped by heads of
dark green, fleshy,
Agave filifera
toothed leaves.
Where these clasp the stem they are attractively
banded. In spring to early summer showy pokers of
yellow flowers, tinged with green and orange, are
produced from the side of the stems. It is very easy to
grow, best grown hard in stony soil to keep growth as
compact as possible. Top growth is singed/damaged at
around –6C but it will re-sprout from wood or even
underground if established. It has been recorded as
returning from –18C during the 1980s.

Agave filifera: This
species forms a
compact but dense
rosette of incurved, Agave striata
mid-green leaves
that, again, are not very succulent nor armed with
marginal teeth. Edges have curled marginal threads
and the leaves bear variable but striking white ‘bud
printing’ marks. Shows great hardiness, as do the
similar and often confused species Agave schidigera
and Agave multifilifera.
Agave polyanthiflora: A good hardy and compact
Agave, Agave polyanthiflora forms a dense, 30cm
diameter rosette of toothless dark green leaves with
threaded margins and white bud printing. Flowers are
generously produced and, unusually, red in colour.

Aloe aristata: This is a small, dense rosette of dark
green, bearing pale warts on both surfaces and a

Agave polyanthiflora (grown under glass) Photo: Jan Koledo

Agave univittata

withered leaf top. In time it will offset to form quite a
large colony of plants. Branched heads of orange and
green tubular flowers are produced each spring. Plants
are hardy to –8C or much lower if kept dry. A larger
plant seen for sale as Aloe ‘Cosmo’, (I believe it is
actually a hybrid – x Gasteraloe) seems just as tough.
Aloe humilis is similar – more compact but with more
prominent warts – and not quite so tough

Agave toumeyana is similar, larger, with greenish white
flowers but not quite so tolerant.
Agave univittata: Often called Agave lophantha, this is
another compact grower forming open rosettes of midgreen leaves bearing a central pale green stripe with a
brown horny toothed margin. Generously offsetting and
very variable in leaf width, this has been in my own
garden for 20 years.

Aloe polyphylla: An unfeasibly beautiful plant, this
species grows into a 90cm diameter rosette of wide,
fat, toothed offset leaves that overlap into a perfect

There are many more Agave species that are worth
experimenting with.
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Gardening with continued
species surviving –18C at
the base of a south wall
in Yorkshire.

spiral arrangement. It is
very hardy but challenging
to grow, requiring quite a
lot of moisture but perfect
drainage. Often said best
treated as an alpine plant,
not a succulent, as it
dislikes hot summer
temperatures.

Beschorneria
septentrionalis: From
further north in Mexico in
moist forest, this is hardier
and more wet tolerant than
the above. Also differs in
having glossy, apple green
leaves and a shorter but
more intensely coloured
flower spike and flowers.

Aloe mutabilis: This Aloe
is closely related to
Aloe arborescens, forming
a multi-headed shrub to
maybe 70cm tall, but does
not get quite as shrubby
and has a bicoloured
flower. It is also hardier,
taking down to –5C without
too much damage,
probably lower with rain
cover. If you can give this
an inside corner between
house walls in good light it
can grow to become a very
Aloe striatula
impressive plant.

Other species include
Beschorneria tubiflora and
Beschorneria rigida.

Hesperaloe
Hesperaloe parviflora:
Forms open tufts of tough,
glossy, dark green,
channelled leaves with
threaded margins. After just
a few years this produces
Aloe ‘Cosmo’
an arching flower spike –
often sparsely branched –
of nodding salmon red flowers that are cream within.
After many years it grows into a large colony and is
very showy in flower. A very tough and hardy plant.
There are other species worth trying such as
Hesperaloe nocturna, Hesperaloe funifera and
especially the recently discovered
Hesperaloe malacophylla.

Many more aloes are worth
trying. Grass aloes such as Aloe ecklonis and
Aloe cooperi go underground in the worst weather
returning, bulb-like, in spring.

Beschorneria
As a general rule, Beschorneria species are more
tolerant of a ‘normal’ soil than many succulents,
although good drainage is still important – they are
cliff-dwellers so never have wet feet.

Yucca
Having highlighted some trunking Yucca species in the
previous article I will mention just a few of the many
more unusual, yet garden-worthy, trunkless species
that are less commonly grown. Some, such
as Yucca filamentosa and
Yucca flaccida, together with
varyingly coloured cultivars, are
widely known and grown so I
will not mention them here.

Beschorneria yuccoides: Most plants encountered by
this name are Beschorneria yuccoides subsp.
dekosteriana. There is a named cultivar
‘Quicksilver’ but I do not feel it is any
different to most plants seen.
Silvery sword-shaped leaves
form an open rosette to
perhaps 90cm across. Grows
well, gaining bulk until it
flowers after just a few
years – an extraordinary
rhubarb-red, branched
stalk extending to 1.8m
and from which dangle
green and red bells. This
crown will then die but it
will offset from below
ground to slowly make a
wide clump. An established
plant with many crowns flowering
at once is a sight to behold. Aloe
polyphylla
Hardy – I have heard of this

Yucca pallida: This species
is a clumping Yucca,
branching from an
underground stem to form
a small colony of broad,
sword-shaped leaves of
the most charming powder
blue with a narrow straw
margin. It is very hardy –
slightly more sensitive to
moisture – but worth trying
In a garden in Yucca reverchonii: This
Marazion, Cornwall species is a delightful
5

Gardening with succulents continued

Beschorneria yuccoides

Beschorneria septentrionalis

plant, retaining a single crown of pale greenish blue
leaves with a straw margin – resembling a trunkless
version of Yucca rostrata – branching with age.

covering the flower buds as the spike grows. Very
hardy but needs full sun and good drainage.

Yucca whipplei: More correctly Hesperoyucca
whipplei, these have been grown outside and flowered
in the alpine rock garden at Kew and in the outdoor
beds at Cambridge Botanic gardens. Ostensibly similar
in appearance to Agave striata, this has flatter and
bluer leaves, making a compact trunkless rosette.
Some forms remain solitary, some clump. After several

Yucca rupicola
This has a crown of
broad, twisted midgreen leaves, eventually
clumping. It has a
different form and
colour to most of its kin
and makes an
interesting addition.

Hesperaloe parviflora

Yucca baccata: A
variable plant with
several subspecies,
typically it forms an
open plant of greygreen, deeply keeled,
rough-textured recurved
leaves that sometimes
have threaded margins.
Some forms grow a
trunk after decades,
most have very
colourful maroon bracts

Hesperoyucca whipplei
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Gardening with succulents continued

Yucca pallida

years the plant will throw up a massively impressive
dense spike of cream bell flowers the effort of which, in
solitary forms, ends in death.
There are many more species in these groups worth
trying outside but dealing with all of them is beyond
the scope of these articles. Next time we will have a
look at other small succulents, mainly within
Crassulaceae and Aizoaceae.

Yucca baccata var. espertina

Paul Spracklin is a garden designer with a specialist interest
in gardening with succulents. See his website Oasis Designs

Photos: All photos are by Paul Spracklin, taken in his garden
in Essex, unless indicated otherwise.

The genus Calymmanthium
by Sheila Cude
What is a Calymmanthium? I came across a reference
to it by chance, on the internet, and was intrigued. (OK,
I admit, I had never heard of it.)

Calymmanthium substerile published by Ritter in 1962.
Ritter also proposed a second species Calymmanthium
fertile in 1966 but this has been reduced to synonymity
in the New Cactus Lexicon,
where I discovered that
Calymmanthium actually
has the very first page of
illustrations all to itself,
perhaps reflecting its
unique nature.

Well, it is certainly not a
plant for the average
greenhouse. Wikipedia calls
it ‘a genus of primitive treelike cacti’ and CactiGuide
states that it can grow to a
height of 26 feet (8m). It
has a restricted range in
northern Peru, where it
grows at an altitude of
500–1,000 metres on rocky
slopes and dry valleys.
Although its range is
restricted it is locally
abundant and there are no
immediate threats to its
existence.
The genus Calymmanthium
contains one species,

Calymmanthium substerile in Dresden Botanic Garden
Photo: Michael Wolf
Used under licence from Wikipedia Commons
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The distinguishing factor
which sets this genus apart
from others is the formation
of the flower in which the
perianth (the outer part of
the flower) is concealed
by a tube. In other words
the developing flower looks
like a new stem segment,
from which the flower
emerges at the end,
which is shown in the
picture above.

Plants at the
Tucson nursery

‘Hairy Old Cow’s Tongue’ cactus
by Roger Day
I was passing through Tucson last year and
called in at B&B’s cactus nursery where I
spotted, from a distance, a batch of what
at first looked like Echinocereus longisetus
delaetii gone wrong. Then, on a closer look,
I saw they were a very hairy Opuntia, with
no spines or glochids but in their place
long tufts of white hair. The nursery had
only just received them and they called
them ‘Hairy Cow’s Tongue Cactus’. It has
a shape similar to Opuntia lindheimeri var.
linguiformis elonga and I negotiated
a cutting.
Later, back home, I tracked down the origin
of this quite attractive plant, and I do not
often say that about an Opuntia! I found a
description of the plant by Jeff Boggan in
The Houston Cactus & Succulent Society
publication for March 2012 in which he
gave a list of names, as follows:
Synonyms:
Opuntia pilifera ,
Opuntia polyacantha var. erinacea
(Grizzly Bear Cactus),
Opuntia pailana,
Austrocylindropuntia vestita,
Austrocylindropuntia floccosa,
Brasiliopuntia brasiliensis.
Common names:
Opuntia pilifera is called the ‘Hairy Old Man

Cactus’, while Opuntia lindheimeri var
linguiformis is called the ‘Cow’s Tongue
Prickly Pear’. Since this plant looks a little
like both of the above then maybe we can
call it the ‘Hairy Old Cow’s Tongue Cactus’
or the ‘Woolly Cow’s Tongue Prickly Pear’
or the ‘Woolly Prickly Pear’.
Its habitat is questionable. If it is a cross
with Opuntia lindheimeri var linguiformis
elonga then it belongs to
Texas. Or, if it is a cross or a
variation of Opuntia pilifera
then it is an Arizona native.
The only place that this
variation was known to grow,
was in a Houston cactus
nursery. And now in an
Arizona nursery.
Cultivation: well-drained soil,
summer water interval 10
days, dry in winter. Lay
cuttings on grit surface. My
cutting rooted rapidly. It is
now 18 inches high, but
slowed down to produce
some more side branches.
If you see one give it a try.
Photos: Roger Day
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My cutting one year
later.
It is now less hairy,
so probably needs
more sunshine.

The cultivation and propagation of

Gasterias
by Tony Roberts
simplest of course is by removing excess offsets from
mature plants. Some gasterias such as
Gasteria glomerata (Fig. 1) produce new plantlets from
around the main plant that can be readily removed
(allowing any cut surfaces to callous over for a few
days) and then potted up, [= instant new plants!]. There
are just two species, Gasteria pillansii and
Gasteria thunbergii, which produce new plantlets at the
end of long stolons. In cultivation there is a tendency
for these stolons to remain beneath the soil until the
edge of the pot is reached; they then travel upwards
resulting in a number of small plants around the rim of
the pot (see Fig. 2 for a photograph of a plant that I
have de-potted so that you can see the stolon clearly).

My article on ‘Gasterias galore!’ last year (Reference 1)
provoked one or two of you to ask for more information
on how I grow and propagate them, so here we are!

The advantage of propagating by offsets is that you
are maintaining the genetic integrity, the DNA of the
parent and offset being identical. This is equally true
of the next method (growing new plants from leaves)
which is particularly useful for species which do not
readily offset.

Fig. 1 Propagation from an off-setting plant,
Gasteria glomerata

The good news is they are not difficult plants to grow,
and only slightly more difficult to grow well – they are
very forgiving! All of my plants are grown in a potting
mix of John Innes No. 3 compost, horticultural grit and
sharp sand in a ratio of about 4:1:1. If I think from
experience that a given plant is a little touchier to overwatering (eg it has sensitive tuberous roots), then I add
a handful of extra grit to this mix when I repot that
plant. Ideally, I repot small plants (in pots up to 9cm)
every year and larger plants every two or three years.
It does not always work out quite that well though and
I occasionally need to have emergency sessions to
cope with severely pot-bound clumps.

All Gasteria species can be propagated from a single
leaf, but some are easier than others. In my
experience, Gasteria batesiana is the easiest and
Gasteria rawlinsonii the most difficult. Remove a
healthy leaf from a parent plant and either allow it to
callous over as it is for a few days, or cut across it at
right angles and allow it to callous over for longer
(typically for several weeks). I prefer the latter method
because it can produce more plantlets. Then rest the
leaf on some slightly damp compost and within a few
weeks, or occasionally months, roots will appear. The
leaf can then be eased further down into the compost
and watered somewhat more freely. Within a couple of
months, or sometimes a year or more, plantlets will

Most of my plants live under the staging in my
greenhouse (but still get sufficient light all year round)
and are watered from mid-March until late-September,
sometimes by hosepipe from atop and sometimes in
trays from underneath. You just need to be careful that
water does not remain for too long amongst the leaves
of the rosette-forming species. I feed the plants just
twice a year (at the second watering in the spring and
in late summer) with a dilute solution of Phostrogen
(1 standard spoon to 10 litres of water). I prefer my
plants to be ‘green’ rather than ‘red’ but a certain level
of red coloration is fine – just do not allow them to be
over-cooked or scorched by the sun. In winter the
plants sit quite happily in their pots in dry compost on
the floor of the greenhouse where the temperature is
maintained just 2 or 3 degrees above zero.
There are three main ways of propagating gasterias: by
taking cuttings, from leaves, or from seed. The

Fig. 2 A stoloniferous plant, Gasteria thunbergii
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The cultivation and propagation of gasterias continued
begin to appear
from the junction
between the leaf
and the roots.
Once large enough
these plantlets can
be broken off from
the leaf, allowed to
callous, and potted
up just like the
offsets above,
[= not so instant
plants!]. A leaf from
Gasteria batesiana
can produce many
plantlets (Fig. 3);
after these have
been removed the
rooted leaf can
often be put back
into a pot and it
Fig. 3. Plants from a leaf,
Gasteria batesiana
will produce
another set of
plantlets ready for the next year. By contrast, larger
leaves from species which offset less readily, such as
Gasteria acinacifolia, may only produce a single offset
or two (Fig. 4). For your information, you can also grow
new plants from the leaves of x Gasteraloe plants but
not from aloes.

Fig. 4. A leaf and plantlet,
Gasteria acinacifolia

hybrids, you can
deliberately handpollinate between
the flowers of two
selected species.
In my experience, if
you choose two
‘choice’ gasterias
eg Gasteria
rawlinsonii and
Gasteria vlokii, then
the resultant hybrid
plants, propagated
from seed, are well
worth growing in
their own right.
Conversely, if you
choose two
‘ordinary’ species
to hybridise, then
the resultant
offspring are often
equally ordinary!

I grow gasterias from seed just like I would cacti using
the ‘baggie method’, typically starting them off in
March, and then keeping the little seedlings in their
own micro-climate for anything up to a year. After a
further year or more I transplant the seedlings into a
seed tray, still keeping them fairly close together,
potting them up into single pots only when they are
about the size of the offsets I might have obtained from
plants or leaves as above. These days I only grow
gasterias from my own seed (after careful, controlled
pollination) or from reputable sources. Fig. 5 shows
one such batch of small transplanted seedlings, about
2.5 years old
[= another slow
method!].

The third method is propagation from seed and for
those of you who read my earlier article (Reference 1)
you will know that this is how I first started my great
interest in this genus. It is important here though to
ensure that if you want ‘good’ species then you need
to sow seed that
has been collected
in habitat or
obtained from
cultivated plants
which have been
subjected to
controlled
pollination. But
beware, gasterias
are promiscuous
and seed from
random plants in
your collection
may have arisen
from pollination
from pollen of
other species
resulting in
‘unwanted’
hybridisation.
Obviously, if you
want to create new Fig. 5 Seedlings, Gasteria brachyphylla var. bayeri
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I hope this short
article will help you
to grow your
gasterias
successfully and,
more importantly,
will give you the
encouragement to
try the different
methods of
propagation I have
described. Good
luck!
Photos: Tony Roberts

Reference
1. Tony Roberts,
Gasterias galore!
Essex Succulent
Review 2015, 52
(1), 10.

The first cacti in Europe
by Sheila Cude
It is generally considered that the first
cactus to arrive in Europe was a
Melocactus, originally known as
Echinomelocactus, brought back from the
West Indies by Christopher Columbus and
presented to Queen Isabella of Spain
together with other curiosities.
The earliest European illustrations of cacti
were woodcuts of two opuntias and a
Cereus, which appeared in 1535 in the first
part of Oviedo’s ‘Natural and General
History of the Indies’. Oviedo (1478–1557),
was a Spanish historian and writer who
knew Columbus and travelled to the Indies
on a number of occasions to document
Spain’s new acquisitions there. He wrote
an extensive chronicle of his findings,
much of which was not published until
later. The woodcuts are illustrated in
Gordon Rowley’s excellent book ‘A History
of Succulent Plants’ (Reference 1).
Probably the most successful botanical
writer in 16th century Europe was Pietro
Andrea Mattioli (1501–1577), an Italian
physician and naturalist known for his
translation of the ‘Materia Medica’ of
Dioscorides. (Reference 2). Dioscorides
was a doctor and herbalist who served with
the Roman army. As he was writing in the

Fig. 1 Illustration from the 1598 edition of
Mattioli’s Materia Medica produced in Basle

first century AD he confined his
observations to plants in the Mediterranean
region and was chiefly concerned with their
medicinal properties. His work was still a
standard reference in the 16th century and
Mattioli produced a number
of editions incorporating new
discoveries, including cacti
(Fig. 1). See BCSS Forum
2011.
The other grandaddy of all
16th century plant writings
was the ‘Cruydeboeck’ of
Rembert Dodoens, (15171585) a Flemish physician
and botanist, published in
1554. This was translated
into French as the ‘Histoire
des Plantes’ by Carolus
Clusius (Charles de l’Écluse)
in 1557. I have not been able
to discover if Dodoens
included a cactus in his
original work but Clusius
certainly did, see Fig. 2,
although he appears to be
referring to it as a
Fig 2 Illustration from Clusius’ ‘Histoire
des Plantes’ 1567
Euphorbium.
The ‘Histoire des Plantes’
was subsequently translated
into English in 1578 by
Henry Lyte (1529–1607) as
‘A niewe Herball’. The works
of Doedens and Clusius
were published by the
Plantin press in Antwerp,
which had retained the
woodcuts used. These were
valuable commodities, and
so ‘A niewe Herball’ was
produced in Antwerp in
order to use them again. As
you can see from the
illustration the woodcut is
the same, but it is now
captioned Ficus indica.
But did anyone succeed in
growing these exotic plants
in Europe. Possibly
Hugh Morgan (c1530–1613)
a distinguished herbalist and apothecary to
Queen Elizabeth I from 1588. He created a
botanic garden at his home in London and
was famed for his collection of exotic
11

Fig. 3 Illustration
from Henry Lyte’s ‘A
niewe Herball’ (1578)
using the same
woodcut.

The first cacti in Europe continued
Possibly the best known 16th century plant
publication in English is the ‘Great Herball,
or Generall Historie of Plantes’, first
published by John Gerard (1545-1612) in
1597. Once again this is largely an English
translation of Rembert Dodoens’ work, but
it includes illustrations of four cacti
captioned ‘Cereus Peruvianus or the torch,
or thornie Euphorbium’; ‘Calamus
Peruvianus or the thornie Reede of Peru’
the ‘Melon or Hedgehogge Thistle’ and the
‘prickly Indian Fig tree or Ficus indica’, (see
Fig. 5 below).

Fig. 4 Illustration of a
Melocactus from
Mathias de l’Obel’s
Stirpium adversaria
nova

plants, including introductions from the
West Indies, which in turn appear to have
included at least one Melocactus. How and
where he grew it, presumably not in the
herb garden, are not clear.

Morgan was visited in 1569 by Mathias de
l’Obel (Matthaeus Lobelius) (1538–1616)
and his assistant Pierre Pena (1535–1605).
Mathias de l’Obel was a French physician
and botanist who later became physician
to James 1 of England. He is credited as
being one of the first writers to try to
classify plants according to their
characteristics, rather than their medicinal
Below:
uses and the genus Lobelia is named after
Fig. 5 Illustrations from him. Together they produced the Stirpium
Gerard’s ‘Great Herball, adversaria nova (1570) which included four
or Generall Historie of
woodcuts of cacti, the earliest illustrations
Plantes’ published 1597
of cacti to be printed in England, (Fig. 4).
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And finally, Pieter Bruegel the Elder,
(c1525–1569) includes a depiction of an
Opuntia in ‘The Land of Cockaigne’, a
rather dismal portrayal of the effects of
gluttony and sloth, painted in 1567.
So, by the end of the 16th century cacti
were known in Europe, possibly being
grown here, and certainly being illustrated
in plant publications. This article is far from
exhaustive and for more information and
illustrations see ‘A History of Succulent
Plants’ by Gordon Rowley.
References:
1

Rowley, Gordon (1997) A History of Succulent
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Ficus palmeri var. palmeri
by Philip Greswell
particularly require such a high temperature and 50F is
quite adequate, see the Exotica care guide.

Ficus palmeri var. palmeri comes from Baja California in
Mexico, where it grows as a small tree. See Palomar
College Garden.

As stated in the Exotica care guide, it needs plenty of
fertiliser. Every day I water it by filling up the dish with
the normal high potash liquid feed I use, Chempak
No 4. And every day it takes up all that I give it,
probably mimicking how it grows in habitat where it is
adjacent to water. Sometimes I give it a higher
nitrogenous liquid fertiliser if the developing leaves
look as though they need a boost, though it is better
not to do this too often and to grow the leaves hard.
During the winter months it gets less water and
sometimes no water.
They say it needs part sun and part shade. Last year it
began to lose its leaves in the late spring primarily
because of the humidity in the conservatory and
possibly too much nitrogen. When the growth of the
leaves is too soft, they becomes more susceptible to
pests and diseases which might blow in from the
cherry tree which shades the conservatory. So I moved
it to a greenhouse where the leaves recovered and,
though not as large, they were healthy and green.
So for those wishing to cultivate Ficus, the idea of
having such an open strata and providing water from a
dish below, is another way to grow these plants. As
can be seen from the pictures of the plant, a nice
caudex develops. Hopefully it will not be necessary to
repot it any time soon, because it is already too heavy
for me to carry.

Ficus palmeri var. palmeri

Like many figs it grows next to water and on mounds
of gravel, rock faces or stony substrata from which its
roots cling and grow searching for the water.

Photos: Philip Greswell

It is a plant which the caudiciform enthusiast can grow
in many ways in cultivation, only the pot size seems to
be the determining factor. It can also be grown as a
bonsai, see Botanic wonders.
I was given my plant a couple of years ago by a friend
who had raised it from seed, but needed the space in
his greenhouse as it grew bigger. It came in a 10 inch
pot which had been filled with an open porous mix with
a large component of gravel, which of course makes it
extremely heavy to carry. It was also standing in a dish.
It has remained in the same pot and the roots have
grown out around the dish from the bottom of the pot.
It tends to have a deciduous habit and, as winter
approaches, starts losing its leaves. My friend said it is
better to try to prevent the complete loss of the leaves
as it is difficult to get them to grow again when spring
approaches. I have managed to do this. I keep it at a
minimum temperature of 15C (60F) in my conservatory
with other warmth needing plants, though it does not

Ficus palmeri var. palmeri caudex
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One of the beautiful wall
paintings in Taltal

My Chilean diary 2015
Part 2
by Angie Money
Day 12 – 5 November
It is our last day in Taltal, which also means that we are
slowly going south towards Santiago and my flight
back to England. We went to Club Taltal for lunch and
had fish soup, definitely my favourite, and afterwards I
said good-bye to the two people who run it with hand
shakes and hugs. Paul was coming back here with
Jonathan later on during the second part of his trip.

Day 13 – 6 November
The next morning we left for a short drive to Chanaral,
a town which had suffered badly when they had the
floods combined with earthquakes in March and May
last year. Our aim was to catch the rangers at Pan de
Azucar, to find out if we could visit places like Las
Lomitas and our friend ‘Smiler’ with their help. I should
explain that ‘Smiler’ is a beautiful Copiapoa columnaalba crest which I saw in 2003 for the first time and
have tried to see every time we go to Chile.

After collecting our cameras from the hotel, we walked
around Taltal and took photos of places we had not
seen for a while or had changed in the last three years.
They have some very good wall paintings in places
which look really nice, not like graffiti here in England.

But the ranger's hut was shut. As it was midday we
paid another visit to the open air cafe at Caleta Pan
d'Azucar where we had empanadas, (similar to a
Cornish pasty), washed down with coffee.

Then a visit to the Taltal Flyer as we call it,
which is actually a Kitson-Meyer locomotive
0-8-6-0T which was built by Kitsons in Leeds.
There are two left in Chile and the one in
Taltal was retired around 1970 and is
displayed near the promenade.
We also took some photos of a few houses
which are due for demolition as a result of the
floods which also affected Taltal.
Next subject was the Plaza and then a visit to
a little coffee shop which overlooked it. The
owner was very friendly and took a photo of
us and then joined us for a coffee.

Some of the flood and earthquake damage in Chanaral
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My Chilean diary continued
I spotted a place across the road with rocks and
Copiapoa cinerascens, Copiapoa serpentisulcata and a
possible intermediate form. Some were in flower, but it
was much more difficult to get a photo of a cactus with
the Pan d'Azucar (sugar loaf rock) in the background.
Paul and Pablo joined me.

plants to find and more toilet paper flying around. But
there is still regeneration, seedlings and big plants.
Afterwards we did a bit of shopping for water and then
it was back to Caleta Pan d'Azucar for lunch. The
rangers’ station had been shut again and we decided
to try and walk to ‘Smiler’. It turned out to be a much
longer walk than we expected and we had left our
water behind in the car, very silly. In the end we
realised that there was no way to find the plant in the
daytime left. All that climbing through what used to be
a road had been very tiring and we decided to return
to the car, but on the other side of what had been the
road, which turned out to be much easier and quicker.

Eventually we went back to the rangers’ station and
the rangers were in this time. They told us it was too
late to go to the places we wanted and we should
come back the next morning.
We still had to find accommodation for the next few
days in Chanaral. As we turned into the town and
found the hotel where we had intended to stay, we
were quite shocked to find it a casualty of the floods
with dried mud still visible up to the first floor. Pablo
pointed out that there was a refurbished hotel on the
other side of the road (Hotel St.Nicolas) and asked if
they had two rooms, which they did. The Chinese
restaurant was also still there and we had dinner there.

But we did see a lot of cacti which we would not have
seen from the road when it was still there. Loads of
Copiapoa columna-alba, from seedling to adult plant,
several patches of Thelocephala malleolata and quite
a few in flower and maybe one which could have been
Copiapoa laui.
Back to the hotel to refresh and then to the Hosteria
Chanaral for dinner and wifi access. My meal was the
worst meal of the trip and I refused to eat there again.

Day 14 – 7 November
The next morning we were presented with a very nice
breakfast. Pablo decided to have a rest day and we
went to visit the place of the statue with the virgin and
take photos of Copiapoa calderana var. spinosior on
granite rocks. Every time there seems to be fewer

Day 15 – 8 November
After breakfast it was back yet again to the rangers’
station. Our last chance. On arrival the ranger Domingo

Copiapoa possible intermediate form

Copiapoa serpentisulcata

Copiapoa calderana var. spinosior
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My Chilean diary continued
the front cover). It was still overcast from the morning
camanchaca, so not the best time to take photos. After
about 45 minutes we had to carry on because in the
afternoon we were expected by CONAF (Corporacion
Nacional Forestal). They are a Chilean private nonprofit organisation, through which the Chilean state
contributes to the development and sustainable
management of the country's forest resources and
National Parks. CONAF is overseen and funded by the
Ministry of Agriculture of Chile.

was in and as Pablo was chatting to him, it became
clear that our plans were cancelled yet again, as he
was on his own. I got quite upset, went to the car and
slammed the door shut (poor car).
Five minutes later Paul came to the car and said
“Domingo is just locking up and he is going to take us
to ‘Smiler’”. Domingo had also brought the keys to
unlock the gate. It was not an easy journey (full marks
to Paul for driving) and after about 25 minutes the area
started looking familiar to me and I said, “Stop let me
have a look around here please”. The ranger said “You
wanted to go to the gate to El Mirador?” I explained
with Pablo’s help that normally we would have to climb
up a high sandy bank to get to where we are now. We
had just come from the other side.

Pablo was giving his presentation and findings about
the non-endemic Cylindropuntia tunicata there. He
turned out to be an excellent speaker, even though it
was all in Spanish, and afterwards there was an
interesting and lively discussion going on.

I walked away about 10 steps and shouted, “Here is
‘Smiler’”. They were all shaking their heads, how does
she do it? It is a big field of Copiapoa columna-alba.
By the time they followed me I was already taking
selfies of me and ‘Smiler’. And just to confirm the right
location, I went to a bank nearby and showed them the
Thelocephala malleolata there. Pablo and the ranger
found some more of them later too. I went off to take
photos of the other cacti in the area and, apart from
one other crest which I could not find, I found all in
good shape and growing well.

We had planned to stay the night in Copiapo, but it is
difficult to find a hotel, as parking is limited, and we
thought it would be best to carry on and drive to
Vallenar and stay again at Hotel Atacama.

Day 17 – 10 November
After yet another excellent breakfast we left for a
roundtrip:
Vallenar > Maitenchillo > Ojo del Agua > Mirador
Maitenchillo > Hacienda Nicolasa > south of Huasco >
north of Huasco Bajo (the group photo stop) > back to
Vallenar.

Everybody was taking photos too. Eventually it was
time to go back. We stopped twice on the way back for
more/different Copiapoa columna-alba and
Thelocephala malleolata. And the hillsides were a
beautiful background to the plants. Domingo had to
get back to the rangers’ station, but he was very happy
when I gave him 10,000 pesos (£10) as a thank you.
We invited him to join us at the cafe but he decided to
go back to work. It was time to return to the hotel for
our last night there and the Chinese restaurant for
dinner again.

Maitenchillo: This was only a quick stop, because we
saw some copiapoas on a low hillside which seemed
easily accessible. It turned out that there was a small
river at the bottom which was just too wide to jump.
A little bit further on, next to an electricity substation,
there were all the plants we had not been able to
reach, Copiapoa alticostata, Copiapoa coquimbana and
Thelocephala lembckei.
Ojo del Agua: we just took a few landscape photos as
the camanchaca had not lifted. We found here a few
Miqueliopuntia miquelii in bud and in fruit and
Cumulopuntia sphaerica with orange flowers.

Day 16 – 9 November
Today was a driving day, Chanaral to Copiapo. The
only stop we made was for Copiapoa calderana (see

Copiapoa columna alba – another old friend

‘Smiler’ with Angie
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Cumulopuntia sphaerica

Eulychnia acida

Mirador Maitenchillo: This is a place where local cacti
and seeds were taken as a new road was built. Photos
were taken of a big clump of Eulychnia acida in bud
and flower, overlooking one of the many chicken and
pig farms around. They are not pretty.

from the power station where they burn coal to
produce the electricity for the area.
But back to plants, first of all I went to an Eulychnia
breviflora and I was lucky, it was in flower. Copiapoa
fiedleriana was also in flower, but Neoporteria villosa
did not look as if it would flower soon. Thelocephala
napina had flowered and was showing the biggest
seed pods I had ever seen on them. Many photos
were taken.

The same copiapoas and Thelocephala lembckei from
the earlier stop were also here.
Hacienda Nicolasa was partly derelict buildings which
had been abandoned and enclosed fields with more of
the same cacti again. I was beginning to get bored and
did not even leave the car.
South of Huasco: I was looking forward to this one.
Here are some quite steep rocky but low hills.
Everything is covered in black residue which comes

North of Huasco Bajo: On the way to our next stop,
we had to slow down for several settlements close to
the sea, most of the buildings were on stilts. People
who live there must be very brave, as Chile's west
coast suffers a lot from earthquakes and tsunamis.
Eventually we found a good cactus spot for more

Copiapoa alticostata

Copiapoa fiedleriana

Copiapoa echinata

Copiapoa dealbata
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Copiapoa coquimbana ‘armata’ at the turn off to El Trapiche

Copiapoa domeykoensis

photos. There was another Copiapoa to add to our
plant list and that was Copiapoa echinata. It looks a bit
like a hedgehog with grey spines. There was also
another Thelocephala, Thelocephala odieri.

Day 18 – 11 November
We are heading a bit more back south, with some
excursions off Ruta 5, the main motorway. First one
was heading towards Domeyko to find Copiapoa
domeykoensis. But we got sidetracked by seeing a
field of calandrinias, the desert in flower (el desierto
florida). I jumped quickly out of the car and Pablo
followed too, I think we took the best flowering desert
photos of the trip here. We had a few more kilometers
to go and then Paul stopped the car and pointed
upwards. I had already spotted the plant and got there
first to take some photos of Copiapoa domeykoensis.
There was also a Madonna under an rock overhang.
And loads of friendly Cumulopuntia sphaerica which
attached themselves to my shoes.

Just round the corner was our last stop, Copiapoa
dealbata. Paul had been here many times, but for me it
was only the second time.
The light was deteriorating and we do not like travelling
in the dark and it was my turn to drive back to the
hotel. After a rest and writing notes down, we followed
the advice from the hotel owner to have dinner at the
Club Social, which was just round the next corner. We
had a lovely meal there, but the light was very bright,
we almost needed sunglasses.

Top left:
Thelocephala
lembckei
Above:
Thelocephala
malleolata
Bottom left:
Neoporteria
napina
Right:
Thelocephala
odieri
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Cactus hedge with Trichocereus and Eulychnia

Trichocereus flower

It was soon time to return to Ruta 5. Our next stop was
after we had turned off to El Trapiche to see what was
growing there. We found Copiapoa coquimbana and
Neoporteria heinrichiana, both were in flower or in bud.

We were heading towards Parque Nacional Fray Jorge
and hope to find some Eriosyce aurata.
As we were passing through a little village Pablo
wanted to stop at a cactus hedge. It had a mixture of
tall cacti: Trichocereus chiloensis and/or Trichocereus
skottsbergii and Eulychnia acida.

We really wanted to be on the other side of the road
near electricity pylon 227 where we wanted to see if
Thelocephala napina subsp. riparia had survived the
building of the new road. I thought I had seen an
underpass and we went carefully along under Ruta 5.
We realised that was our only chance to check if there
were any left, as there were no road signs yet and we
were going against the traffic. We spent 15 minutes
there and found all the other cacti which had been
there before and possibly one Thelocephala napina
subsp. riparia. Because of the rain there were a lot
more annuals around covering the smaller cacti.

On the other side of the road an elderly lady took an
interest in what we were doing and started chatting to
Paul, who had stayed in the car. It turned out that she
spoke perfect American English as she had lived there
for 50 years and came back to Chile to retire. She was
growing very noisy turkeys in an enclosure next to her
house. But we had to get on. There was one other stop
where we found a short Trichocereus and Eriosyce
aurata and and another Neoporteria/Eriosyce sp. which
had seedpods. At the next crossroad we turned to
Caleta El Sauce. It was a rather scary ride in places as
the track was just as wide as the car and a sheer drop
on one side. The hillsides were covered in purple
alstromerias and some other flowers.

The race was on now to get to Guanaqueros before
darkness. We got to the Cabanas at Club Bahia in
good time and the owner was there back from his
holiday and greeted us like long lost friends. For dinner
we went to El Pequenio again.

Eventually we arrived at the hill overlooking Caleta El
Sauce. Here we found huge heads of Copiapoa
coquimbana and Eulychnia castanea. In some places

Day 19 – 12 November
Today was mainly a driving day to get us to
Pichidangui. As Club Bahia did not do breakfast we
stopped at the nearest Pronto and had a hotdog
instead.

Neoporteria heinrichiana

Eriosyce chilensis
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Alstromeria at Pichidangui

Calandrinia at Pichidangui

Copiapoa coquimbana was totally overgrown with
grass and other vegetation. A call came from the other
side of the track “we have found an Eriosyce and a
Thelocephala”, but to date our guess is that they are
similar to the ones we saw at El Trapiche.

Just behind the Church we found the new reserve
which had been sponsored by the BCSS. The endemic
cacti and flora have been replanted in this area. As
in most places on the coast here Carbobrotus had
taken over but this area is now kept free of anything
non-endemic.

We still had quite a way to go to Pichidangui, but
arrived early enough for me to go to the seaside which
was in walking distance. Paul and Pablo wanted a rest.

Much too soon we were on our way to Olmue after
lunch at Los Molles, another seaside village, but more
touristy than Pichidangui .

The owner of the hotel/cabanas Rosa Nautica had
welcomed us like old friends and informed us that they
were renovating and we could only have a cabana,
which was fine as we were only staying one night.

In Olmue we booked into the Hotel Scala del Milan. I
spent the evening packing my suitcase as we were
leaving early in the morning for the airport in Santiago.

After my quick excursion to the rocks of Pichidangui
we had dinner at the seaside Restaurant Nautilus.

Day 21 – 14 November
Our new airport meeting place is at Exit 4 where there
is a new cafe which serves light meals and makes
meeting people and waiting so much easier. After I
checked my luggage in, we had breakfast there and
then waited for Jonathan Clarke to arrive. He went
back north with Paul for another two weeks.

Day 20 – 13 November
After breakfast all of us went to the rocks to take
photos in the sunshine. Those cacti here are like
friends to us; you find here Neoporteria chilensis and
Neoporteria subgibbosa which was not in flower and
Eulychnia castanea. Calandrinias were everywhere and
also alstromerias, making a colourful display. On a
good day you can find lizards, they are black with
green spots here. I like taking photos of the waves too
and today was a brilliant day for it.

My flight back was without problems and my son
picked me up on the Sunday.
Photos: Angie Money

Group photo shot: Angie, Pablo and Paul
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